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In the beginning of Time on Earth, the Wizards of the World kept the Earth healthy and growing. The Wizards of the Seasons - Winter, Spring, Summer, and Autumn, still work together to keep the world full of life. Little did they know that the Wizard of Night had grown lonely and to get attention, he decided to make it dark year around.

The sun dial in the Palace of the Seasons’ controls Day and Night and the changing of the Seasons on Earth. The Wizards of Winter, Spring, Summer, and Autumn turn the dial every day to make day and night and each season. The longest night of the year is coming and on this night the Wizard of Night plans to stop the dial to make night forever. On the night of the Winter Solstice, the longest night of the year, the Night Wizard sneaks into the palace and steals the hands of the sun dial so they cannot be turned again. When the Wizard of Winter goes to turn the sun dial, he says with surprise, “Seasons come quickly the sun dial’s hands are gone! We must find the hands or all life on Earth will die!” The Wizards gather by the sun dial and make a plan to get the hands back. Then, they hop into their golden chariots and ride away to find the hands. “We must split up,” said Autumn. So, Winter goes north, Summer heads south, Spring goes west, and Autumn travels east.

Winter found Night in the mountains. Winter sends a magical call to the other Seasons that he has found the Night Wizard. The other Seasons get there as fast as possible and then they try talking to Night. Winter said, “Night please give me the sun dial’s hands.” “No, I will not!” said Night. “Then let’s make a deal,” said Spring. “Ok, what do you have to trade for the hands?” asks Night. “We will give you a friend,” said Summer. Night thought about this. “I am lonely. What kind of friend,” answered Night? Autumn spoke quietly to the other Seasons and then said, “We will make the Wizard of Day to be your friend. We will have to all work together to make her.” “Ok let’s do it,” said Night.” All the Wizards, including Night, put their magic together to create the Wizard of Day – Winter gives her a body, Spring gives her life, Summer gives her beauty, and Autumn gives her power. Last, Night connects them all together to make the Wizard of Day.

The Wizards travel back to the palace. Night returns the hands to the sun dial. The Seasons invite the Wizards of Day and Night to come live with them so they will never be lonely again. All six wizards live happily ever after in the palace helping Day turn into Night and the Seasons change.